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What do you Want in our Backyard?
Community Engagement in the City of Ramsey

Introduction

        The City of Ramsey is a steadily growing and developing community in northwest Twin Cities Metro. Ramsey’s population is projected to increase by 70% 
between 2020 and 2040 reaching almost 40,000 residents. The 40-49 age range being the largest segment of the population, Ramsey faces the challenge of 
retaining older residents while appealing to younger families with children aged 5-14, the second largest segment of the population. While Ramsey’s population is 
currently over 90% white, based on regional trends its population of color is projected to more than double in the next twenty years.
        Public engagement is viewed as a priority and a strategic goal by the city staff. In the last decade, the City took considerable strides towards improving 
community engagement practices. The City of Ramsey staff underline Improved Public Engagement in Key Policy Decisions as one of the key accomplishments 
of the previous comprehensive plan. The residents are said to have responded positively to more collaborative engagement opportunities that go beyond formal 
public hearings. The City views the launching of the next Comprehensive Plan Update as an opportunity to take its community engagement to the next level which 
reflects its commitment to collaborative, citizen-driven policy development.

A Gathering 
Within: COR 

Redevelopment 
Plan          

Online Survey - Visual Preference and 
Volunteer Opportunities (200-250 

respondents)

March 5 - April 13, 2018

Project Engagement Format

Highway 10: 
Community and 
Regional Focal 

Point      

Every Voice 
Matters   

Charrette Workshop - Land Use and 
Development around Highway 10 
and the COR  (15-20 participants)

March 27, 2018

World Café Focus Group - 
Engagement and Volunteer 

Opportunities (10-15 participants)

April 3, 2018

Project plan: Three engagement formats with a
unifying theme of community engagement

The project plan was designed to develop and  test three engagement 
formats corresponding to the three projects outlined by the City with 

community engagement as a unifying theme. 

Project Scope:

The project scope was determined in collaboration 
with the city staff and based on the previous 
community engagement efforts within the RCP-City of 
Ramsey partnership. The city staff outlined three 
projects of interest: 

1) Every Voice Matters
2) Highway 10: Community and Regional Focal Point
3) A Gathering Within: COR Redevelopment Plan

Rather than pursuing one of the three projects, the 
team proposed to combine the three projects into one 
with the narrower and more specific focus on 
community engagement based on the theme of the 
City’s recent campaign: 

What do you want in our backyard?

Each of the three formats provided an 
opportunity for residents to share insights 
not only about specific content of each 
project, but also about the effectiveness 
of current engagement practices and how 
they can be improved in the future. The 
overall goal of this project was to offer an 
experiential assessment of the City’s 
community engagement efforts based on 
the three different engagement formats.
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Project/Presentation Outline

Poster 2 - Visual Preference/Volunteer Survey

Poster 3 - Charrette Workshop

Poster 4 - World Café Focus Group

Poster 5 - Major Themes and Recommendations

Every Voice 
Matters

The City of Ramsey is a steadily growing and developing community in northwest Twin Cities Metro. Ramsey’s population is projected to increase by 70%
between 2020 and 2040 reaching almost 40,000 residents. The 40-49 age range being the largest segment of the population, Ramsey faces the challenge 
of retaining older residents while appealing to younger families with children aged 5-14, the second largest segment of the population. While Ramsey’s 
population is currently over 90% white, based on regional trends its population of color is projected to more than double in the next twenty years.

Public engagement is viewed as a priority and a strategic goal by the city staff. In the last decade, the City took considerable strides towards improving
community engagement practices. The City of Ramsey staff underline Improved Public Engagement in Key Policy Decisions as one of the key accomplishments
of the previous comprehensive plan. Residents have recently responded positively to more collaborative engagement opportunities that go beyond formal 
public hearings. The City views the launching of the next Comprehensive Plan Update as an opportunity to take its community engagement to the next level 
which reflects its commitment to collaborative, citizen-driven policy development.
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What do you Want in our Backyard?
Community Engagement in the City of Ramsey

Visual Preference Survey

The survey was designed as an engagement activity for the two elements of the project: Every Voice Matters and A Gathering Within: COR Redevelopment plan. 
The online visual preference survey method was selected for a number of reasons: 

1) Ability to reach a large number of participants
2) Potential to create a “common language” for participants with and without technical expertise
3) More appealing format where residents can visualize potential changes in their community.

The survey first asked for demographic information, then had four visual preference sections, and finally the survey finished with questions about volunteerism, city 
engagement, and requested information from participants in order to distribute a raffle prize for participating in the survey. 

Testing and Changes During Launch

The survey was shared with students at the Humphrey 
School of Public Affairs, city staff, and a few people with 
non-technical or academic backgrounds. 24 people from 
these groups completed the survey. After testing the 
survey was scaled back to the form in which it was 
released as there were concerns over the length of the 
survey. Language in the survey was also adapted to better 
reflect the goals of the City of Ramsey by omitting technical 
language, and including options to select a “I do not like
any” option. After the survey was launched, the 
capstone team was requested to create a paper copy, 
which was available to be downloaded and printed as a 
PDF file, available at City hall, and was distributed during 
other events. 

VISUAL PREFERENCE AND VOLUNTEER 
OPPORTUNITIES SURVEY

The City of Ramsey and a team of Capstone Project students from the U of M 
Humphrey School of Public Affairs invite you to take this survey. The goal is to 

engage you in the process of shaping the design of the new 
development in the City of Ramsey/The COR. The focus of this survey is on 

building design and city volunteer opportunities.

What do you want in our backyard?

 https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/RAMSEYVPS

Take this 15-20 minutes survey and win one of the three $15 Coborn’s 
gift cards. QUESTIONS?  Email the Capstone Project Team at 

cityoframseyengagement2018@gmail.com

For our outreach methods, the 
Capstone team used both physical 
promotional materials, like this 
flyer, as well as advertising the 
survey through the City of Ramsey’s 
Facebook page and official website. 
Survey takers were further 
incentivized by a gift card raffle to 
the local grocery store.

Survey Results
Demographics

Demographic information was 
gathered to allow for a level of 
significance to be established. Most 
respondents were between the ages 
of 31 and 50. This cohort made up 
over 64% of survey respondents. 

Single Family Housing

Respondents indicated a strong 
preference for styles of Single Family 
Housing that reflected what already 
exists in Ramsey. The most important 
elements within Single Family Housing 
were landscaping, garage/parking, 
and architectural style 

Multifamily Housing

Preferences in multifamily housing 
were skewed towards smaller 
buildings with less units. Many 
respondents believed that Ramsey 
already had enough multifamily 
housing. Priority elements including 
landscaping and fit with the 
community identified that open space 
and fitting the character of the city 
were important. 

Mixed Use Buildings

Respondents indicated a strong 
preference for styles of Single Family 
Housing that reflected what already 
exists in Ramsey. The most important 
elements within Single Family Housing 
were landscaping, garage/parking, 
and architectural style 

Commercial Buildings

Demographic information was 
gathered to allow for a level of 
significance to be established. Most 
respondents were between the ages 
of 31 and 50. This cohort made up 
over 64% of survey respondents. 

Engagement and 
Volunteering

A majority of respondents indicated 
that they were not volunteering either 
because they did not know where to 
find information on volunteering, or 
did not have time. City engagement 
was rated as doing a better than 
average job. 

Survey Design 
Feedback

The length of the survey was criticized 
by respondents. The survey achieved 
a completion rate of 68%, with a 
total of 238 responses. Image size 
was also a major issue, as people had 
difficulty viewing and interacting with 
the images. These facts should be 
considered when the city next uses a 
visual preference or other survey.
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For outreach, the Capstone team 
used both physical promotional 
materials, like this flyer, as well as 
advertising the survey through the 
City of Ramsey’s Facebook page 
and official website. Survey takers 
were further incentivized by a gift 
card raffle to a local grocery store.

Background

Background information was

.

Architectural style and character of the 
city were important to respondents. The 
highest ranked building was one that 
was seen as “cookie-cutter.”

Commercial buildings received the 
most extreme positive and negative 
overall rankings. Respondents strongly 
preferred mid-size, modern, brick 
buildings.

The survey included the following sections: 1) Introduction and Background, 2) Single Family Home, 3) Multifamily Housing, 4) Mixed use Buildings, 5) 
Commercial Buildings, and 6) Volunteer and Engagement Opportunities. 

The Survey was shared with students at the Humphrey 
School of Public Affairs, city staff, and a few people with 
non-technical or academic backgrounds. 24 people from 
these groups completed the survey. After testing the survey 
was scaled back to the form in which it was released as 
there were concerns over its length and ease of use. The
wording in the survey was also adapted to better reflect the 
goals of the City of Ramsey by omitting technical language, 
and including an option to select “I do not like any.” After
the survey was launched, the team was requested to create 
a paper version, which was available online on the City’s 
website as a PDF file to be downloaded and printed, and 
was also available to be distributed at the City Hall.

fewer units. Many

A majority of respondents indicated 
that they were not volunteering 
either because they did not know 
where to find information on 
volunteering, or did not have time.  
The City was rated as doing a better 
than average job at engagement.
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the text for the posters

What do you Want in our Backyard?
Community Engagement in the City of Ramsey

Long Term Concern: 
Do the businesses along Highway 10 
invite people to visit downtown Ramsey? 
How can improved maintenance help 
make them more appealing?
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Immediate Concern: 
Traffic, pedestrian, vehicle safety 
and railroad crossing concerns. 
How can Ramsey mitigate risk 
through street design?

Opportunity: 
Location for a potential bridge connection across 
the Mississippi River. Potential to connect with new 
consumer markets to the South.

Opportunity: 
Participants wanted this undeveloped lot to eventually 
contain a big box or large commercial tenant. Need to 
find a retailer not already found in Anoka or Elk River.  

Immediate Concern: 
Backed up traffic during morning rush 
hour as vehicles collect on Sunfish 
Lake Boulevard waiting to get onto 
Highway 10.

The charrette workshop was designed for the Highway 10: Community and Regional Focal Point to examine how the City could use active engagement methods in 
order to create community buy-in and help find a cooperative approach to development in the city. In addition, the City and the team sought community feedback 
on the Highway 10 corridor project, which provided the content for the workshop.

Major Themes - Highway 10

• Traffic
• Safety
• Non-Vehicle transportation

• Bike Pedestrian Infrastructure
• Missing Road Connections
• Economic Development
• Commercial Recruitment
• COR/Ramsey Branding
• City Character and the COR
• Housing

“Affordable” Demand

Major Themes - Engagement

• Support current efforts by the City
• Newsletter is effective
• New website is better
• Proactive engagement/not reactive

• Proactive work by private partners
appreciated by residents

• Market new business/opportunities better
• Business of the Month

• Workshop Feedback
• Hopeful/visioning is good
• Staff as Resource, not participant
• Map adds a spatial reference to the

event, could be applied to open houses

Takeaways for the Highway 10 Project
• Examine how to improve traffic flow at intersection connections with Highway 10 and in

regards to the heavy rail line.
• Acknowledge traffic as a major concern amongst residents when engaging in public outreach.
• Examine the effects of street elements on businesses and ensure road design is not a barrier to

accessing businesses.
• Understand the demand for housing diversity, explore options for where this housing can be

located, and understand the sensitivity of this topic in outreach efforts.
• Reach out to younger residents due to the long-term nature of the Highway 10 plan and to

ensure buy-in from these groups who are most likely to be impacted in the future.

Charrette Workshop
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What do you Want in our Backyard?
Analyzing Engagement and Participation in Ramsey

World Cafe Focus Group
The focus group was designed as an engagement activity for the Every Voice Matters project. The process of updating the comprehensive plan prompted the City 
to look at its current civic engagement methods with a goal of building and supporting a network of volunteers. A focus group method is “a convenient, 
cost‐effective, relatively fast method to collect information from a number of individuals.” Since the overall focus of this project is community engagement, the 
traditional focus group was combined with the World Café method for a dual purpose of providing community feedback for the City on its volunteer opportunities 
and exploring an alternative engagement format to contribute to the City’s overall community engagement efforts.

Protocol Overview:

Round 1: (All 10 participants): Personal Experiences with Volunteering (30 min)

Round 2: (Small Groups of 5: participants switch tables after 20 minutes)

Table 1: Existing Outreach, Engagement and Volunteer Opportunities at the City of 
Ramsey
Key Question: How can the City of Ramsey improve its outreach, engagement, and 
volunteer opportunities? (20 minutes)

Table 2: Creative Ideas for the New Volunteer Opportunities at the City of Ramsey
Key Question: What ideas do you have for a successful volunteer program at the City 
of Ramsey? (20 minutes)

Final Comments and Feedback Forms

Sample Questions:

Round 1 (Personal Volunteer Experience): 

• How many of you volunteered with the City of Ramsey
before in any capacity?
• What motivates people to volunteer? Why do you all
volunteer, and why do people you know volunteer?
• Do you think time commitments for volunteering impact
whether people are able to volunteer?

Round 2 (small group discussions):

First Table: How can the City of Ramsey improve its 
outreach, engagement, and volunteer opportunities?

• What do you know about existing volunteer 
opportunities? 
• How do you feel the City is doing about engaging 
people and letting them know about these opportunities?
• Are you aware of the City of Ramsey Facebook page
and, if so, how often do you visit it? What do you think of the 
amount of information posted there? 
• How can communication be improved to reach more
residents/different demographics?

Second Table: What ideas do you have for a successful 
volunteer program at the City of Ramsey?

• What are some ideas you have that the City should put
their efforts behind?
• What do you want to see that the City is not already
doing? How do you get people to participate in these kinds 
of programs? 
• What are the elements of successful volunteer program?
• Since there are not as many activities in the winter, is
there a way to capitalize on that in terms of volunteer 
opportunities?
• Since you see the Happy Days as successful, what do 
you think had helped it grow into a stable annual event? 
What is the role of volunteers?

Key Themes:
Volunteer Groups: Fundraising for Community
The City of Ramsey is seen as a partner with existing volunteer groups to coordinate, assist, 
and leverage these groups to build a robust volunteer network.
Generational Differences and Societal Changes
Urbanization, both parents working, increased family and childcare responsibilities, and tech-
nology are said to be responsible for the declined interest in volunteering and volunteerism as 
a “family culture.”
Motivation to Volunteer
Giving back to the community, growing social networks and friendships, and being a part of
something “larger than oneself” are the most commonly stated reasons for volunteering.
Declining Membership
Declining membership and challenges in recruiting new, younger-aged members was one of 
the main concerns for all volunteer groups. Uncertainty about time commitment and inability to
offer consistent input was viewed as a possible deterrent to joining volunteer groups.
Regionality
Regionality was discussed in the context of lack of information about and coordination with
other volunteer groups in the area despite their close proximity to one another which limits the 
pool of potentially available volunteers. Merging local chapters and expanding volunteer re-
cruitment efforts beyond one city’s limits was of interest to many participants.

6. Effectiveness of City Outreach
Despite positive changes, the City still has gaps to address in reaching all residents. Facebook
leaves out some older residents and those without social media accounts. The Ramsey Resident 
newsletter contains useful information, but it is unclear how much of it is read, by how many, 
and how often. The City of Ramsey billboard is viewed positively, but the effectiveness of this 
outreach is questioned due to its smaller than regular billboard size and its location on the 
highway. Information about existing volunteer opportunities with the City is either unavailable 
or hard to find.

Ideas and Solutions:
Needs-based, Community-driven Approach 

Central Repository of Volunteer Opportunities with Broader 
Geographic Area

Multiple Communication Formats and Points
More Things to Do in Ramsey will Bring More Volunteers

World Cafe Focus Group

4

Event Themes/Takeaways

1. Volunteer Groups: Fundraising for Community
The City of Ramsey is seen as a partner with existing volunteer groups to coordinate, assist, 
and leverage these groups to build a robust volunteer network.

2. Generational Differences and Societal Changes
Urbanization, both parents working, increased family and childcare responsibilities, and 
technology are said to be responsible for the declined interest in volunteering and 
volunteerism as a “family culture.”

3. Motivation to Volunteer
Giving back to the community, growing social networks and friendships, and being a part 
of something “larger than oneself” are the most commonly stated reasons for volunteering.

4. Declining Membership
Declining membership and challenges in recruiting new, younger-aged members was one 
of the main concerns for all volunteer groups. 

5. Regionality
Regionality was discussed in the context of lack of information about and coordination with 
other volunteer groups in the area despite their close proximity to one another which limits 
the pool of potentially available volunteers. Exploring the possibility of merging local 
chapters and expanding recruitment beyond one city’s limits was of interest to groups.

6. Effectiveness of City Outreach
Despite positive changes, the City still has gaps to address in reaching all residents. 
Facebook leaves out some older residents and those without social media accounts. The 
Ramsey Resident newsletter contains useful information, but it is unclear how much of it is 
read, by how many, and how often. Information about existing volunteer opportunities with 
the City is either unavailable or hard to find.
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World Cafe Focus Group

Round 1 (Personal Volunteer Experience):

• How many of you volunteered with the City of Ramsey 
before in any capacity?

• What motivates people to volunteer? Why do you all 
volunteer, and why do people you know volunteer?

• Do you think time commitments for volunteering impact 
whether people are able to volunteer?

Round 2 (small group discussions):

Table 1: How can the City of Ramsey improve its outreach, 
engagement, and volunteer opportunities?

• What do you know about existing volunteer opportunities
in the city?

• How do you feel Ramsey is doing engaging people and
letting them know about these opportunities?

• Are you aware of the City of Ramsey Facebook page 
and, if so how often do you visit it? What do you think of 
the amount of information posted there?

• How can communication be improved to reach more 
residents or different demographics?

Table 2: What ideas do you have for a successful volunteer 
program at the City of Ramsey?

• What are some ideas you have that Ramsey should put 
their efforts behind?

• What do you want to see that Ramsey is not already 
doing? How do you get people to participate in these 
kinds of programs?

• What are the elements of a successful volunteer program?
• Since there are not as many activities in the winter, is 

there a way to capitalize on that in terms of volunteer 
opportunities?

• Since you see Happy Days as successful, what do you
think helped it grow into a stable annual event? What is 
the role of volunteers?

Table 1: Existing Outreach, Engagement and Volunteer Opportunities at the
City of Ramsey
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What do you Want in our Backyard?
Community Engagement in the City of Ramsey

Major Themes

A large portion of the 
population still remains 

unengaged, in particular 
young people and families 
with young children. There 
are still a lot of residents 
who do not know where 
to find information about 
events and opportunities, 

especially on the city’s 
fringes.

Unengaged 
Audiences

Most residents appear to 
want more things to do 
in Ramsey, such as new 

small and large-box retail, 
restaurants, parks, and

recreation activities. Many 
participants in the 

engagement activities 
wanted the city to 

capitalize on Ramsey’s 
unique features to turn it 

into a destination.

Ramsey as a 
Destination

One of the patterns 
observed is the apparent 
contradiction in Ramsey 
residents’ preferences. 

Residents want the 
amenities that come with 

growth, while maintaining 
a measure of rural quiet 
life. However, a more 

comprehensive approach 
to engagement and better 

activation of younger 
residents may show that 

more residents want 
Ramsey to grow than to 

remain rural. 

Urban Growth vs.
Rural Character

The theme of regional 
cooperation was brought 
up repeatedly in the three 
engagement formats. An 

increased regional 
collaboration is seen as an 

opportunity for better 
outreach and 

engagement, but this idea 
could reach beyond 

community engagement 
to achieve a new level of 
regional cooperation and 
planning in the northwest 

suburban area. 

Regional 
Cooperation

Residents believe there 
has been an improvement 
in Ramsey’s outreach and 
engagement, in particular 
in terms of the revamped 

website, proactive 
workshop and open house 

meetings, and new 
Facebook page. 

Population growth and 
greater diversity will likely 

necessitate further 
improvements and 

innovative approaches to 
reach specific audiences.

Improved Public
Engagement

Recommendations

Proactively Improve Communication, 
Outreach and Engagement 

The City of Ramsey should address current gaps in 
communication, outreach, and engagement efforts as well 
as proactively employ a variety of innovative tools to 
maintain existing connections while reaching out to new 
audiences.
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Major Themes for Community Engagement

• Design a comprehensive communications and engagement strategy
• Hire a Community and Volunteer Engagement coordinator to implement

the strategy and proactively respond to emerging opportunities
• Create and maintain Instagram and Twitter accounts
• Build a City of Ramsey volunteer program while coordinating and

leveraging other volunteer groups
• Create an online repository of volunteer opportunities and resources
• Launch a series of Ramsey as a “welcoming community” cultural events
• Continue to hold visioning and education sessions with residents

Evaluate and Measure Community 
Engagement Efforts

The City of Ramsey should establish an ongoing process of 
evaluation and measurement of community engagement 
efforts, and utilize the results of this process for continuous 
improvement.

Increase and Enhance Regional 
Collaboration and Partnerships

The City of Ramsey should partner and collaborate with 
governmental agencies, non-profit organizations, and 
businesses in the region for greater effectiveness and 
efficiency in communication, outreach, and engagement 
efforts.

Focus on Young People and Families

The City of Ramsey should direct specific recruitment, 
outreach, and engagement efforts to engage young 
people and families.

• Create incentives for families who attend city committee meetings and
events (dinner, child care, and activities for children)

• Partner with local schools or individual teachers to create civic
engagement projects

• Create a new model of volunteer engagement for younger audiences:
online sign up for specific time slots or tasks

• Capitalize on interest in technology
• Better utilize and target digital mediums to reach younger audiences

Actions and Ideas

• Develop a community engagement evaluation and measurement plan
with specific qualitative and quantitative metrics

• Conduct a bi-annual communication and engagement audit
• Include evaluation and feedback as an integral part of event planning
• Track and measure how and how much the online content is consumed,

liked, and shared using Facebook Insights and use this information to
make adjustments

• Develop a regional brand or marketing strategy for Ramsey, Anoka, Elk
River and Coon Rapids

• Initiate a regional online newsletter
• Partner with local and regional business owners to coordinate promotion

and outreach to residents
• Establish a regional volunteer council for outreach efforts
• Conduct further research on successful city-based regional organizations

to identify best practices

new audiences

, and Engagement 

wanted the City to




